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1. U. S. Operations

Little America Station

One of the most pressing matters at the station has been the
installation and rezoning of the electrical system. On March 29 it
was reported that 3 new 30 kw generators had been installed. Despite
the new equipment, however, power failures from the 10th to the 31st
of March had resulted in power loss totalling 25.5 hours. On April 16
it was reported that power failures were hindering the operation of the
meteorology program and that an auxiliary generator had been required
in the meteorology building to supply power to the equipment when the
station power supply failed. A rezoning of the station was undertaken
to correct this problem and on April 27 the task was completed. The
station has been divided into 3 zones, 2 of which are covered by 2
generators each, one in operation and one acting as standby, while
the main zone has 3 units with a total capacity of 40 kw, 2 operating
and one on standby.

Construction at the station includes the completion of the
Richard E. Byrd Memorial Chapel and a 16 x 20 feet gym behind the
recreation building. A new covered storage area, 12 x 24 feet was 74%
complete on May 2. Library and education office cabinets and bookshelves
are 807. complete. Hobby lockers in the Recreation Hall are 507. finished
and the hi-fl installation is underway. By April 14 the IGY photo lab
had been completed.

An 8-page weekly publication called the Penguin Post is being
printed by IGY and Naval personnel. A special services organization
including a Senate, a Cabinet, a Supreme Court, and a President has
been elected at Little America Station. IGY personnel participating
in the Senate include Hugh Bennett (seismology) and Dick Chappell.
A. P. Crary is one of the three members of the Supreme Court. The
President is Capt. Dickey.

On April 19 it was reported that all aircraft with the exception
of one Otter and one R4D have been secured for the winter. Some 23%
of the cargo remained on the barrier edge as of April 29, almost all
of which was fuel. It is reported that there is a 20-months' food and
24-months' fuel supply at the station.

An appendectomy was performed the first week in March by the stationphysician with the aid of Mr. F. Milan, IGY physiologist.
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Aurora On March 31 it was reported that visual observations had
been carried out for the preceding 10 days, and that the all-sky camera
had been operating despite the fact that the tower and observatory were
not completed until May 3.

One dome has been mounted in the tower, but installation of the
remaining domes depends upon the substitution of a gasketting material
for the originally planned material, which was not delivered. As in the
case of the South Pole Station, difficulty has been encountered in
defrosting the dome at temperatures below -600F. This problem has been
partially corrected by experimentation with heated forced air, but the
combined effect of four Jet-Heater ducts do not quite clear the dome.
It is planned to commence the meteor radar program as soon as the
spectrograph is working satisfactorily.

ecmagnetism - ilthough the 350-foot geomagnetic tunnel was completed
on April 8, the building wiring was not completed until May 2; the standard
magnetograph has been in operation since April 25. The rapid-run program
has been undergoing tests since May 1, and visual observations also began
on that date.

Glaciology - Gravity - Seismolo gy -A relative movement network has
been established in an area of 8 x 10 km and 56 accumulation stakes have
been set out. By May 9 the work on the glaciological deep pit had reached
a depth of eight meters. Seismic reflection studies are being continued at fivc
local sites. Ice temperatures are being recorded to a depth of 10 meters
After seismic equipment had been installed in the vehicles, a week's
traverse operation was made along the Byrd station trail. At the
20 and 40 mile points along the trail shallow pit studies were combined
with seismic and gravity measurements. The gravimeters at Little America
Station have shown vertical shelf movement large enough to provide detailed
local variation studies. Motion is very small seven miles from the station
and is absent entirely at 20 and 30-mile distances. Two reconnaissance
flights were made in late March, one combined with a supply flight to
McMurdo,

Ionospheric Physics - All equipment was reported operative on April 5.
However, electronic failures in the recorder have necessitated a series of
tests which are expected to be completed shortly. A survey was conducted
to determine if the radio noise equipment, originally scheduled for Byrd
Station, could be established at Little America. However, the survey
indicated that there was such a high noise level at the station that a
worthwhile program could not be carried out. This equipment, now at
Little America Station, will be sent to Byrd Station in October 1957 and
installed as originally planned.

Qceanograpy - The freezing-over of Kainan Bay has made it possible
to begin an oceanographic program. A 14-point temperature station was
established on April 22, and water samples have been taken to 600 meter
depths in Kainan Bay. Current measurements began on April 29.
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Meteorology - Complete surface observations and two balloon
ascensions daily continue with the balloons rising to an average height
of 20.8 kilometers. A recent report indicates that four radiosonde can be
made daily during Regular and Special World Days. Special studies now
being carried out include: ozone, dust sampling, radiation fallout, net
and hemispherical radiation measurements, direct and surface reflected
solar radiation and illumination measurements, temperature at six levels
from two meters below the snow surface to 16 meters above, and chemical
snow sampling. The infrared hygrometer was put into operation on April 30,
but calibration is in doubt, due to circuit difficulties. The CO2
analyser has been in operation for several weeks. The heat transducers
have not yet been installed.

March temperatures averaged -14.7 0F, ranging from +15°F to -490F
on March 31; precipitation 0.66"; snowfall 5.6" (total since 10 January
15.1"); prevailing wind direction SE; (average velocity 11.7 knots,
maximum of 31 knots); clear days 4, partly cloudy 8, cloudy 19. April
temperatures averaged -27.40F with a maximum of 10.40F and a minimum of
-54.40F. Average wind velocity was 10.2 knots with a maximum of 42 knots.

Micrometeorolqgy and Radiation - The programs are progressing
satisfactorily with sun and sky radiation equipment (up and down), and
net radiation equipment (up and down) 1007 operative. Normal incidence
observations were obtained 7 days during the month and halos were observed
19 days during the month of March. Sastrugi movements, erosion, and
accumulation observations have been made. New density and compaction
studies were made at the original deep pit of Little America III.
Leveled radiation instruments have been installed and temperature profiles
have been obtained with 14 thermocouples. However, results of the
temperature profile have not been altogether satisfactory and tests
continue. By the end of April excellent wind profiles were obtained.
The heat transducers are not yet in operation.

Weather Central - On March 31 it was reported that data reception
from New Zealand and Australia was 70% reliable, but very little was
received from South America and South Africa. Antarctic data from U. S.
Stations is being received, but with a 24-hour delay due to the single
daily transmission. As of that date, negligible data has been received
from other Antarctic stations. Analysis at Little America Station on
March 31 included surface maps drawn four times daily and 700, 500, and
300 nib maps once daily for regions where datarcavailable. Adiabatic
charts have also been completed for Antarctic stations from which data
has been received.

By the first of May the reliability for reception from New Zealand
and Australia had remained about the same, although South America had
then been heard about 12 times. There remains a delay of 48 hours in
analysis of upper air and surface data. In addition to the above-mentioned
maps, preparation of 0000, 0600, 1200, 1800-hourly surface charts for
those stations from which data has been received have been completed.
A 700 nib analysis is being sent to the South Pole Station. Weather
collections are not being undertaken at Little America Station at this
time, but are awaiting frequency assignment and installation of additional
communication equipment, which should be completed shortly. It is
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estimated that weather collection and broadcasting will commence by June 1.
Analysis broadcasting will begin June 1 if data is available.

Communications - On April 5 it was noted that all poles had been erected
at the antenna farm and that 50 of the antenna transmission lines had been
strung. It was expected that the transmitting antenna system would be
completed 13 April. Wiring in the new transmitter building is nearing
completion. On April 27 the antenna farm had been completed and a TBM
transmitter was being moved into the new transmitter building. Reception from
South Africa was reported fair with poor reception from South America. Radio
teletype service between Little America and McMurdo commenced April 15 with
sporadic reception. Voice contact has been made with all IGY stations except
Adare on official Navy circuits and much useful IGY data has been exchanged.

Physiology - Six persons have completed the diet study, skin fold and
clinical examination. The investigation of vascular reactivity as an index
of local cold acclimatization is 907 complete. Two point discrimination..
observations in extremities have been started. The initial coidroom studies
have been made. Both ICY and Navy personnel have participated in these studies.

yrd ICY Station

Construction has included the completion of a tunnel 146 x 8 x 9 feet
between Buildings 3 and 6. It incorporates a storage area of 735 square
feet between Buildings 2 and 3, and 200 square feet between Buildings 4 and
5. Most of the scientific stores have been put under cover. The weight of
drifting snow partially damaged this tunnel, but recent repairs have
corrected the damage. The photographic darkroom also has been completed,
and the emergency cache has been established.

Aurora - On March 26 it was reported that two aurora tower legs had
been erected straddling Building No. 6. On May 6 the dome had been mounted
successfully and the tower and the shell of the aurora laboratory having been
completed on April 8. The first faint occurrence of auroral display, homo-
geneous bands to the north of the station, was reported on March 27. Aurora
have been seen on 24 succeeding days.

Geomagnetism On May 6th the geomagnetic piers had been completed and
further installation was continuing satisfactorily.

G1aciolgy - On April 19 the glaciological shelter was reported under
construction and the glaciological deep pit, 20 x 20 x 9 feet, had been com-
pleted. A traverse storage shelter has been constructed of drums, chicken
wire and parachute material. The thermolmn strings for snow temperature
studies have been installed 250 feet southeast of the camp at depths of 0,
1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 meters, The snow core equipment for water equivalent
studies was received at the station, but instructions for carrying out theprogram eppear to be lacking.

Ionospheric Physics - on April 6th the ionospheric antenna had been
erected adjacent to Building No. 6. A test run on the recorder was begun onMarch 23, and is being continued.
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Meteorology - The low pressure hydrogen generator was completed with
locally manufactured parts and the first successful radiosonde flight was
made on March 23. A report of April 3, however, indicated that the program
was encountering difficulties due to the breaking of balloons, defective
radiosondes and heating problems in the radome which was damaged in
delivery. The failure of delivery of much of the material for the radome
and aurora and airgiow tower has necessitated the construction of the radome
on top of the meteorology building. Rawinsonde observations are currently
being taken twice daily and sufficient supplies remain to continue this
schedule through November 30, 1957. However, due to the shortages of
equipment the second release may be confined to World Days in the case that
the first flight fails.

During March the temperature ranged from -3 0F to -51.80F with winds
averaging 17.2 knots, with a maximum of 42 knots. The total snowfall since
January 10 has been 28.611 , although precipitation amounts are questionable
due to periods of heavily blowing snow. The accumulation stakes have also
proved unreliable due to the quantity of drifting snow. The average April
temperature was -32.50F, the maximum being 0.°F, the minimum -68.10F,
Prevailing winds have been from the NNE with an average velocity of 17.3
knots and a maximum of 43 knots. Difficulty due to the continuous freezing
of the thermograph has resulted in the substitution of a thermohm and single
point continuous temperature recorder, installation of which was completed
on May 1. This unit has been found to be extremely accurate and in agreement
with the standard air thermometer. The regulation 10 meter wind mast has
been assembled, but will not be erected until anemometers and vanes are
received. Observations at the present time include upper air soundings,
monthly comparative rawin pibal observations, and 3-and 6-hourly synoptic
observations. There are also three-hourly snow surface temperature observa-
tions. Sun spot observations were concluded with the disappearance of the
sun.

It is suggested that nylon balloon shrouds be recalled from the
Antarctic stations because of explosion hazard.

Seismology - P seismic profile from 5-10 kilometers northwest of the
station was completed on March 24 and it was discovered that the ice thick-
nesses varied between 2,400 and 2,700 meters with a general increase towards
the station. The values over this profile have been checked by wide angle
reflections and a refraction profile to insure the readings of the single
narrow angle reflection measurement. Extrapolation indicates that the
station is situated on approximately 3,000 meters of ice. The altitude of
the station above sea level is calculated at 4,950 feet. On March 23 it
was reported that a vertical seismic pit at the station had been constructed
1,200 feet from the horizontal seismic installation. The vertical seismograph
has been installed and leveled and the recorder installed in the laboratory.
Both these installations are pits 6 x 6 x 8 feet with an 8' entrance tunnel,

Communications - On April 8 it was reported that the rhombic antenna
for amateur communications was completed and that a good signal was being
received from U. S. amateurs, No difficulties have been reported regarding
the Byrd-Little America CW/Vojce radio circuit. Ten of the personnel at the
station are participating in evening code classes.

p
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Amundsen-Scott ICY South Pole Station

All essential outside work was completed on March 22 witI men at the
station working outdoors in temperatures of -80°F for periods up to three
hours without undue difficulty, further construction has centered about the
completion of the snow mine and the emergency cache in a Jamesvay Hut,
placed 250 feet from the station proper, stocked with emergency fuel, food,
clothing and other survival equipment sufficient to sustain the station six
months. It is reported that a 24 month supply of canned meat and a 16 month
supply of fuel is on hand at the station.

On April 28, it was reported that the subterranean mine which was begun
on April 1 had been extended by a 20 sloping ramp to the 20-foot level. It
will serve jointly as a water supply and glaciological deep pit, as the cold
weather precludes the use of the vehicles for hauling snow to the melter.
The main tunnel was planned to be 6 feet by 8 feet with branch tunnala
off the sides at regular intervals. Approximately 150 cubic feet of snow are
required each day for station consumption. A rotating four-man team is being
utilized for hauling the snow. The shell of the glaciological cold lab has
also been completed in the cache and tunnel area. An 8 x 20 foot dark room
has been divided between scientific and recreational use; the scientific
section has been in full operation since 15 April.

Aurora - The aurora tower was completed, heater installed and dome in
place by March 13 but continuous experimentation has been necessary to
devise some method for keeping the dome defrosted with only moderate success.
On April 25 it was reported that the all-sky camera was in place and that
tests had been completed. However, On May 9 it was reported that the photo-
multiplier power supply transformer had burned out. The April tWilLbt and
aurora spectra film is currently being analyzed.

GeWagnetism - The geomagnetic pit was completed on March 20 at the end
Of 1 9 000-foot Snow tunnel. The AsInia-varjograph was to be mounted atrly
in April.

iol &y - On March 29 it was reported that snow stakes had been set
ut and a drift study made of the camp area. Ram soundings hav3 been made in
selected areas and thermohms have been set at the surface extending Vo a
depth of 4 meters. On March 22 the shell of the 8 x 12 LOOt glaciologicallaboratory on the northwest corner of the science building was completed and
it was reported that 75% of the interior of the laboratory was completed.Snow hardness tests indicate the possibility of constructing a compacted
runway in the vicinity of the station.

L.pheric Physics - On March 10 it was reported that the relay of the
recorder was not functioning properly, but preliminary photo records have
been taken since this date. On bay 2 it was reported that normal observations
on 16 um film had begun.

- On March 22, at the flag lowering ceremony £ or the first
day of the Antarctic winter night, the temperature was -80°F with a 15-knot
wind. Minimum temperature for March was -820F, maximum -37 0F, with
continuous winds 'varying between 10 and 18 knots. Six-hourly surface

4)
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observations have been continued since April 1 and the first rawinsonde
was made on March 27. On April 2 a temperature of -88 0F was recorded
with a temperature of -60°F recorded at a depth of 10 meters below the
surface of the snow. On the 5th the temperature suddenly rose to -590F
with increased wind, and gusts to 31 knots.

A meteorological report of April 15 noted that six-hourly surface
observations and two rawinsonde observations were being taken daily with
day and night shifts beginning on this date. Temperatures were being
continuously recorded at 10, 5, and 2 meters above the surface, at the
surface, and 10 meters below the surface of the snow. The net and hemi-
spheric radiometers were installed and the ground snow catcher for chemical
analysis of snow had been in operation since March 15. The aerovane was
operating satisfactorily requiring, however, excessive maintenance which
casts some doubt on the data recorded. It is planned to reduce data from
the radiometer on a daily basis as soon as calibration of the instrument is
completed.

A current report from the station gives the April average temperature
at -69.70F, minimum temperature at -90.4 0F, with a maximum of -25.60F.
The minimum snow surface temperature for April was -91 0F, with a temperature
of -58.8 F at a 30-foot level. On May 11 a temperature of -100.4 0F was
recorded at the station, with a snow temperature of -101.5 0F. This
represents the lowest recorded temperature to date. Difficulties encountered
with the heater for the inflation shelter have made balloon release diffi-
cult. This problem has recently been corrected. By May 3, 44 out of 47
ascents were successful with the balloon rising to a mean altitude of
15,820 feet above the station.

Seismology - The seismic pit was completed at the end of a 1,000-foot
tunnel on March 20 and the instruments were to be installed in early April.
The pit is almost k mile from the garage and power house. On May 1, it
was reported that scientific equipment was being cold tested. Some diffi-
culties have been encountered with the recorder, but it is expected that
the tests will be completed shortly.

Astronomy - The building is expected to be completed by May 1. It
consists of a pibal dome mounted over an enclosed platform. A pier has
been extended down through the floor and frozen into the snow for stability.
Some difficulty has been encountered in keeping the theodolite limber in
-60 F temperatures. Tests are being conducted in astro-photography. The
first stars appeared on March 31.

Communications - No difficulties have been reported regarding the
South Pole to McMurdo CW/ voice radio circuit.

Naval Air Facility McMurdo

On March 19 it was reported that a two-week surveying and mapping
expedition, consisting of a 7-man team using a helicopter and an Otter
was completed between Gneiss Point and Marble Point, near the tip of
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Bernaccbi Bay about 60 miles west of the base. It was reported on
April 25 that the ice runway at the station was in good condition.

On April 28, Building No. 23 (garage and shop) was completely destroyed
by fire. No one was seriously injured, but a D-8 tractor vnd many hand and
power tools were destroyed. Construction of a temporary structure was begun
immediately. The deck and Quonset frame for the new building has now been
completed.

It has been reported radishes have been produced, utilizing sterile
soil and ultra-violet rays. It is expected that lettuce, tomatoes, onions,
and peppers will be in bloom in the near future.

The average February temperature was 17.7 0F, with a maximum of 32.0 F
and a minimum of -2.0°F. The average wind velocity was 10 knots from the
East. The average March temperature was 3.8°F with a minimum of -19 0F and
a maximum of 191F. In April the average temperature was -10.50P, the maximum
being 12,0°F and the minimum -33.0°F. The prevailing wind was east with an
average velocity of 11 knots and a maximum of 41 knots.

Communications - Estimated completion date of installation of antennas
and transmitters in the new transmitter building is June 7th.

AdareIGY Station

The elevation of the station has been determined at fia tera .above sea
level, and the exact Iccation is given as 72 0 17' 40"S 9 179" 18' 30 11E. It
has been reported that there is a 20-month fuel supply and a 19-month food
supply on hand. Moubray Bay was reported frozen over on April 14. The
scientific dark room was reported completed April 29.

On a report of March 21 it was noted that auroral. observations
had begun. A further situation report of April 29 notes that platforms
have been built in the tower with the spectrograph and all-sky camera mounted
and ready for trials. From limited auroral observations the geomagnetic
north has been calculated by spherical trigonometry and the present orienta-
tion of the equipment along the dip meridian appears to be satisfactory.
As yet there is no apparent difficulty with frosting of the domes.

emagnetism - The program is reported operating on a routine basis.

Ionosperic Physics — The program was expected to begin regular data
scaling in mid-May.

Meteoroloflj - On March 21 it -was reported that twice-daily rawin
observations had been made since March 1. The height of the soundings have
been frequently limited by the high eastern horizon. On April 17 it was
reported that all meteorological programs were being carried out with the
exception of the sunshine and heat flux programs. A continuous record of
wind direction and velocity is being made. The snow density measurements
and precipitation sampling programs are inoperative as of this date, due
to the lack of precipitation.
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On April 29 it was reported that all programs were in operation except
the radiation experiments, stray voltage pickup rendering records useless.

The average April temperature was -3.8 0F with the maximum being +170F
and the minimum -24.40F. The prevailing winds were SSW with an average
velocity of 5.4 knots and a maximum velocity of 47 knots.

Seismology - On April 29 the program was reported operating. The short
period vertical component is operating satisfactorily while the data from
the long period horizontal components are difficult to analyze. The long
period components also drift badly. Twelve quakes were recorded in April,
although not always on all components.

Ellsworth ICY Station

Aurora - On April 10 it was reported that the program had been in
full operation since April 8. Auroral displays have been visible 13 clear
nights since March 15, and twilight and aurora spectra were obtained by
manual procedures. Observation of the sodium flash indicates that the
height of the emitting layer is 90 kilometers. The all-sky camera time clock
which has been giving trouble has been, replaced and the faulty spectrograph S-4
has been repaired. The H-varjometer has been installed in the magnetic hut
and has been recording since March 25. Cooperative arrangements have been
made with Dr. Fuchs at Shackleton for alidade and parallactic auroral
photography.

Glaciology, - A stake system has been completed for a study of relative
ice movement. Three shallow pits have been dug and weekly thermometer and
ablation measurements are being taken. A precise station elevation through
leveling has been established at 138.3 feet above sea level. Other programs
include profile depression of the area, calculation of the thickness of the
ice shelf and snow samples of oxygen isotopes for analysis.

Ionospheric Physics - On April 10 it was reported that the program had
been delayed due to circuit difficulties with the C-4 recorder. These
problems were largely corrected by April 17, after considerable communication
with L.tt1e America Station. On April 18 it was reported that the whistler
program would begin shortly.

Meteorology - An April 16 report stated that the program was in full
operation. There has been some difficulty with the inflation shelter
location relative to the location of other surrounding buildings. The over-
head doors of the shelter have also made releases difficult in the strong
prevailing westerly wind. Side doors for walk-out releases have been
recommended as a more satisfactory method.

The April mean temperature was -9.1 0F, maximum +24.8°F, and minimum
-34.60F with an average wind velocity of 12 knots and a maximum of 40 knots.
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Seismology - The refraction program of ocean bottom sediments has
begun. Geophones have been set up on the thin bay ice with the charges
placed in open waters. Charges have been shot at distances of 0, 1, 3, 6
and 11 km.

Wilkes IGY Station

The Ponds Weineke Comet was observed at the station during the early
hours of the morning of April 9. The magnetic position of the station has
been determined at 820 15' 30" S, 1100 31' 12" E. On April 26 it was
reported that a rare Ross Seal had been taken. The location of the Wilkes
Station is reported to be characterized by glaciated metamorphosed rock and
low relief. Orientation of this station is east and west, with the waters of
Vincennes Bay on three sides. The station itself has been constructed on
glacial till and exposed bed rock. The ice ramp leading to the ice cap is
three miles east of the station. It is reported that there is a 28-months'
food supply on hand.

A report of April 29 noted that the station was digging out from
recent storms. Minor building damage was sustained from 83-knot winds.

Aurora - In a report of April 8 it was noted that the
program was fully operative, including film development. Photographic
records of aurora spectra have been obtained since March 5, Of 190 hours
observed during March, 44 were clear. Faint rays and glow have been observed
at times during the course of almost every night. Three-hourly meteor
cbservations have been completed with a rather low average count. On April 7
aurora arcs were observed running north-south and east-west during a display
in which the north-south arc persisted unchanged for 22 minutes. Unfortunate-
ly , the display was too weak for the camera to record.

On May 2 it was reported that the transformer of the camera had burned
out and that it had been necessary to redesign the equipment with available
material. Despite this failure, 322 observing hours were carried out in
April, of which 22% were clear nights; 8 percent of these had aurora,
and of these, only 37 were displays occurring in the low north.

Geomagnetism - The geomagnetic building leaks have been eliminated
and the tunnel weather proofed. The buildings had to be rewired after moving
all the switch boxes into the tunnel. All the heaters have been installed.
The DC power supply and the geomagnetic recorders have been installed in
the office, and all the cables have been strung to the variation building.
The magnetograph installation is awaiting the completion of a fire alarm
and the result of efforts to eliminate wind-driven snow from entering the
building. A report of May 2 noted that the standard xnagnetograph was operat-
ing on a test basis and the rapid run magnetograph was being installed.
Recent high winds have lifted the roof from the walls, destroying the
light tight quality of the building.
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Cosmic Rays - On April 8 it was reported that the installation was 957.
complete. Interference with the ionosonde may delay the final installation.
It was reported on May 2 that the anticipated move had been completed and
that the equipment is operating on a test basis.

Glaciology - The program at the station includes the study of a large
moraine along the edge of the ice sheet. Glacial geological studies are also
being conducted on the Windmill Island group. Preliminary work in ice
crystallography has begun, with an experimental photo study of ice conditions
beginning March 19. Recordings on the Ramp Station, four miles east of the
station, are continuing, including the establishment of an ice movement
study network of stakes. Experiments are underway with a device for the
measurement of snow drift.

(Satellite Station, S 1 2) - A relative movement study has been set up
at the Ice Cap S-2 Station, 50 miles south of Wilkes Station, covering an
area of approximately nine square miles. Tunnels have been constructed in
preparation for a deep pit to be dug at the site in May. Snow crystal replica
studies have been carried Out at this site as well as at the main station.
Snow sampling equipment has also been assembled and was in operation April 1.
It was reported on April 14 that a trip was completed to S-2 with 20 drums
of fuel being delivered. The trail en route was marked with empty drums.
It is hoped that a ten-day field operation can be conducted to the site,
beginning May 6. Surface meteorological observations will be conducted at
5-2 during the completion of studies of the glaciological deep pit.

Ionospheric Physics - A report of April 8 noted that the equipment for
this program was 10011, installed. March 17 was the first day that a 24-hour
film record was obtained, and observations have been continuous since this
date. Scaling of the records has lagged behind a day or so but the situation
is improving.

Meteorology - It was reported on April 8 that the surface and upper air
programs were operating on a routine basis'. The meteorology office and
storage facilities have been completed. Snow sampling equipment has been
installed and is operating. Soundings during March averaged 60,000 feet
while the flights in April were reaching over 70,000 feet. Observational
equipment, including the 10-meter mast, have been installed. Radiation
equipment was awaiting some additional interior construction before installa-
tion. The mercury barometer was installed on March 19. On April 19 it was
also reported that temperatures were being recorded by a thermolmi and single
point recorders. A storm in this period with gusts to 83 knots tore loose
the overhead radiosonde release doors. Erratic operation of the Azar recorder
was traced to interference from communications equipment. This matter has
been corrected by some rewiring and the use of lead covered cable. A two-day
test with the Eppley horizontal incidence pyrheliometer has produced recordsindicating no scattering. An exposure sight for the radiation equipment has
been constructed on the roof of the new workshop and surface temperatures
will be taken as conditions permit.
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SeismoloyOn April 8 it was reported that the seismology building
had been moved to a new site and all instruments installed. A May 2 report
indicated that all components were operating but that the vertical component
had considerable drift. Violent microseisniic. activity has been observed
during recent storms. Four earthquakes have been recorded since April 15.

Communications The transmitter antenna bears 84 true nocth and
is 254 feet long.

Ship 02,erations

It has been announced that the following ships will participate in
the Deep Freeze III operations:

USS Arneb	 USS Nespelen
USS Burton Island	 USNC John R. Towle
USS Edisto	 USCGS Wee twind
USS Glacier	 USS Wyandot
USNS Greenville Victory

Davisyillg Operation

In order that cargo for the Amundsen-Scott Station (Kilo Cargo)
and cargo for seasonal scientific programs may arrive in New Zealand
in time for the initial flights into McMurdo Sound, it has been arranged
that a cargo ship transport will depart Daviaville, Rhode Island, in
early July.
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